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Abstract

The analysis argues for a revised classification of discourse within mainstream
communication scholarship that recognizes only content and relational elements.
Using Posner’s (1982) semiotic work on poetic communication and drawing from
Peirce’s trichotomy of signs, we see that an aesthetic dimension of a First subsists within
all events of discourse. The significant effects/affects of Firstness transpire along a
continuum depending upon the operative interpretants in a given context. Taking the voice
of enunciation as a phonetic exemplar of an extra-linguistic aesthetic, I then examine
the functions of poetic iconicity provided by Brandt’s (2013) typology, discussing
it in relation to Peirce’s triadic structure and the art of conversation. Clarifying the
semiotic and phenomenological affordances for each component of discourse provides
a communicological perspective. Overall, such a treatment lends theoretical support for
the commonsense assumption that conversation is an art form. Conversation potentializes
aesthetic experience in Dewey’s sense of the term.
Keywords: enunciation, voice, poetic iconicity, semiotics, aesthetics, communicology

The task of poetics is to describe and explain the
characteristic features of poetic communication.
Poetic communication…is a type of
communication…that has an aesthetic function.
Therefore, poetics is part of aesthetics.
(Roland Posner, 1982, p. 113)

1. Introduction
While commonsense tells us that language can most certainly feature poetic or
aesthetic elements, our current theorizing about everyday conversation as an art form
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is lacking. Nowadays, we seem to view the act as merely a means to an end and not
as a potential creative aesthetic event of discourse. As semiotician Charles Sanders
Peirce outlines, the method or way a thinker processes sign actions plays a significant
role in their ultimate meaning. For Peirce, reasoning (or thought processes) fall into
three types or “ways of life” (CP 1.43): the scientific, the practical, and the artistic.
In our techno-social world, it appears the practical way of approaching conversation
is over-determining the other two. This trend is exacerbated by our newly-developed
technological habits where texting and emailing, rather than talking (Turkle,
2015), are becoming preferred choices, even though these habits too often reflect a
mechanical, instrumental, or automatized view of communication.1 As philosopher
John Dewey (1934) lamented, this means-end instrumentalist view of communication
is devoid of deeply felt value and meaning.
Unfortunately, our current lack of appreciation for the aesthetics within
interpersonal encounters is echoed in mainstream communication scholarship in
the United States.2 Following the groundbreaking work of Watzlawick, Beavin, and
Jackson (1967) on the pragmatics of human communication (which had an enormous
impact on theorizing), we adopted the taken-for-granted view that all messages have
two essential components and functions: the content and the relational.3 From this
research, it is theorized that the content portion provides the informational value of a
given message, whereas the relational dimension offers clues about the status that two
interlocutors hold in relation to one another. In its original formulation, it was called
the report and command dimensions, where the report aspect conveyed information
(content) and the command aspect referred to “what sort of a message it is to be
taken as, and, therefore, ultimately to the relationship between the communicants”
(Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967, p. 52). The command prompted questions
such as: Is the message a command? A question? A declaration? Therefore, the
relational element of the command function is theoretically quite implicit. While the
relational component became broadly applied in the United States to include both
verbal (linguistic) and non-verbal aspects of messages (extra-linguistic), I suggest its
heuristic value has been severely compromised. The relational component becomes
a catch-all classification for any functions that do not fit neatly under the content or
informational domain. This category includes the feeling tone of a conversation and
the often, spontaneous nature of its contours.
As analysis, I claim that the full dynamics of communicative events must be
acknowledged for not only their apparent dualistic components of content and
relational, but also for their aesthetic potential. In 1998, for example, theorist V.E.
Cronen admits that “some interpersonal communication texts…say little about
emotion as a coherent aspect of communication…As to the aesthetics of everyday
life, they are usually silent” (cited in Baxter & DeGooyer, 2001, p. 1). Following
the triadic semiotic and phenomenological theory of Charles Sanders Peirce (EP,
pp. 267-299), a third component and function must be included in our theorizing.
This aesthetic dimension is indicative of actualizing a First in Peirce’s trichotomies
(the level of spontaneity, creative abduction, quality of feeling, and potentiality),
a component that for too long has been theoretically neglected in mainstream
interpersonal communication scholarship. By including the poetic aspects of
communication understood as sign actions, we come to a more nuanced way of
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grasping the breadth and depth of the process and the significant effects/affects it
holds. Such a theoretical stance specifies the elements of discourse that are possible
aesthetic functions and, thereby, clarifies the elements and functions proper to the
existing relational category. We begin to appreciate the potentialities such triadic
processes afford us as we struggle to manifest meaningful, fulfilling dialogue with
others—one of the aims within Dewey’s philosophical project in aesthetics. Above all,
such a theoretical move accentuates a more philosophically-refined view of the event
of discourse as a semiotic phenomenology of the speaking and listening person, i.e., a
communicology.4
I begin with a review of scholarship dealing with the problematic of poetic
communication from a semiotic perspective. Because the topic of poetic
communication is traditionally grounded in only linguistic forms and processes,
the semiotic work of Roland Posner on this topic provides an insightful counter
argument. Posner claims that the aesthetic value of communication encompasses
linguistic or literary forms but is not wholly determined by them. I continue by calling
attention to recent theoretical advances in the fields of cognitive poetics (Freeman,
2009) and cognitive semiotics (Brandt, 2013). These approaches purport to increase
our consideration of the aesthetic/cognitive semiotic interface at the heart of all
communicative events.
After laying this groundwork, I explicate an enhanced understanding of
communicative action by taking a close look at C. S. Peirce’s triadic architectonic. His
philosophy and theory maintains that logic (Thirdness) and ethics (Secondness) are
wholly dependent on aesthetics (Firstness). Reviewing his hierarchical classification
of Representamen (Firstness-Iconic), Object (Secondness-Indexical), and Interpretant
(Thirdness-Symbolic), I correlate these semiotic relations, respectively, to the aesthetic,
relational, and content components and functions of discourse. Following Peirce’s
principle of synechism or continuity, we find these elements and functions of aesthetic,
relational, and content operate on a continuum, i.e., they vary by a matter of degree within
every communicative event. Turning to Brandt’s (2013) seven types of poetic iconicity,
framed by way of Benveniste’s concept of enunciation (1966), I then focus specifically
on the potential aesthetic dimensions of discourse and their effects/affects at the level
of Firstness (iconicity). Using the auditory voice of enunciation (Eicher-Catt, 2020)
as an extra-linguistic exemplar of poetic iconicity affords me the means by which
to detail some of the dynamics of the aesthetic operative within voiced relations
or conversations. We discover the semiotic enhancements to, and sacrifices of, an
especially rich auditory aesthetic and how they are manifested as we move from
strictly the phonetic (vocal) to the visual (graphic) levels of poetic discourse.
Depending upon the sign qualities, relations, and interpretive functions,
through this analysis we come to appreciate all of the interpersonal affordances
or potentialities the triadic communicative act provides, not just the content and
relational. This explication gives new meaning to Jakobson’s (1960) prophetic model
that includes the poetic as an integral function of discourse, a model that is NOT used
in mainstream communication scholarship in the U.S.A. It also gives credence to John
Dewey’s understanding of communicative experience as a possible aesthetic (Crick,
2004). Such a theoretical and philosophical move re-invigorates our understanding
that conversation, in addition to its practical entailments as information exchange,
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also affords us important aesthetic opportunities to shape our relational experiences
of self and other as artful, i.e., admirable (as Peirce would say), pleasurable, truly
meaningful, and fulfilling events (as Dewey would advocate).

2. The Problematic of Poetic Communication
As semiotician Roland Posner suggests in his 1982 book, Rational discourse and
poetic communication, we should not look to language alone for the aesthetic
dimension of communicative acts. He is critical of the “linguistic fallacy” in poetics
or aesthetics (p. 125). He insists there are non-linguistic (or extra-linguistic) elements
(for example; the voice, the body, and other contextual features) that substantially
contribute to an evolving aesthetic whenever we are engaged in communication. As he
remarks, “Judging by the present state of research, one has to concede that linguistics
provides information about only a small, though central, area of communication
through language” (p. 113). Posner outlines areas within linguistic research that fail
to explicate the complexities involved within the dynamic, reflexive expressive/
perceptive nature of poetic discourse. He identifies these shortcomings as unfortunate
“heuristic reductions” that have hampered our exploration and progress when it comes
to understanding the richness of communication as an aesthetic (1982, p. 114).
First, he says that linguistics has “made the rules of the language system its
main object of research” (p. 113, my italics). This perspective neglects the fact
that communication occurs based upon a system of rules that also operate metalinguistically (Jakobson’s function) that significantly impacts communicative
behavior. As an element of Jakobson’s speech model (1960), Posner believes that
contextual “extra-linguistic factors (such as the topic which is actually considered, as
well as the knowledge, attitudes, intentions, communicative role and social status of
the communication partners), have been neglected” (p. 114). Some of these factors are
accounted for within the traditional relational category of communication identified
by Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967), but not all. These extra-linguistic factors
are the socio-cultural code conditions upon which interpretations are based. Second,
he states that communication as a process is based upon exchanges of utterances
(Benveniste’s term for the products of discourse), a fact that linguistics tends to ignore
in their study of the “well-formedness” of utterances themselves. That is, linguists
have a tendency to concentrate only on one side of the expressive/perceptive doublet
when it comes to poetic utterances, rather than the dynamics involved in the temporal
flow of discourse. Posner concludes that, while informative about the poetic use of
language, overall linguistics focuses too much on the form of utterance and falls short
in exploring the semiotic and phenomenological action of discourse as a complex
message-code phenomenon.
To remedy these theoretical reductions Posner draws from the Russian Formalists
and the Prague structuralists. He argues that we must focus on the complex action of
signs (semiosis) as they are employed by both the speaker and listener. Using Charles
Morris’ theory of signs, Posner suggests that in instances of aesthetic communication
the sign vehicle, or the parts of the sign matter and those parts of the message that
carry information at various levels, acquires an important value it does not have in
other non-aesthetic semiotic processes.5 In particular, in artful communication (like
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works of art in general), attention is not directed outside of the sign vehicle (Peirce’s
dynamical object), but instead attention is directed back to the communication process
itself, in what I will identify below as a poetic iconic process. The attention paid to
the sign vehicle (and not merely the sign matter) is primarily induced, claims Posner,
by the high degree of non-precoded information within the sign matter that adds value
or significance to sign actions that they typically do not have. This non-precoded
information functions to strengthen the sign vehicle’s significant effects/affects as an
evolving aesthetic, given that it has qualities that surpass the usual interpretive codes
one uses. Posner explains,
Apart from its precoded characteristics this [additional] information has qualities which are
not recognized as information vehicles in any of the usual codes. These qualities therefore have
no significance in semiotic processes which have no aesthetic function. If, however, a person
thinks that he has a work of art in front of him, he organizes these qualities in such a way that
the relationships between them become apparent; he establishes relations to the precoded
information and he attributes an informational value to these relations, thereby forming a
coherent superstructure out of the various elements. (p. 121)

This creative superstructure is accomplished, therefore, by means of the recipient.
The designation of a given situation of discourse as aesthetic (whether literary or
otherwise) resides in the ability of a recipient to develop an alternative interpretive
code. This additional code is known as the aesthetic code. As Posner suggests, “It is
this code which enables the recipient to interpret, as information vehicles, the nonprecoded features which occur in the sign matter and in the level-specific information”
(p. 122). Most importantly, “the aesthetic code does not exist independently of the
sign vehicle which manifests it, but is constituted only in the process of reception” (p.
123). For example, a discourse could employ what might be pre-identified as “literary
language”, but unless the recipient organizes it as a coherent, embodied superstructure
within the cognitive semiotic process, the discourse remains non-literary. Similarly,
an artist may think she is creating an aesthetic object or event; however, unless the
recipient organizes the non-precoded qualities through an aesthetic code, the object
or event has no aesthetic value. In the same token, if an addressee does not recognize
and organize the possible non-precoded features of a given sign action in face to face
relations, the conversation is not considered a form of art. There is a sensibility, in
other words, that must be developed by the recipient to these additional qualities if s/
he is to appreciate any work of art as an aesthetic enterprise, including a conversation.
It is the increasing erasure of this sensibility to conversation as an aesthetic and
pragmatic event that has Sherry Turkle (2015) and others concerned.
It follows that pre-codified sign actions that are highly habitual fall to the other
extreme in terms of their aesthetic characteristics and functions. Posner calls these
type of sign actions automatized. And it appears in the case of conversations, such
automatized sign actions are primarily viewed as goal directed or very task-oriented
and mechanical.6 We can see, therefore, that the potential aesthetic qualities and
functions of communication run in opposition to more automatized ways of being
and relating. While all conversations have the potential to be art forms, it is best
to understand the sign actions of communication in terms of their actualization,
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measured according to matters of degree on a continuum; some conversations can be
highly artful and interpersonally rewarding while others are quite mundane, automatic,
and impersonal. Posner (pp. 123-124) helps us understand that the aesthetic value of
a communicative event is always an axiological judgment rendered in relation to the
codes with which we are familiar. Furthermore, as soon as an aesthetic code becomes
redundant, it loses its poetic function and becomes merely an element of literary style,
understanding style to be merely a repetitive pattern that negates its once occurring
particularity. Posner calls this process secondary automatization. Posner’s extension
of linguistic theory into the semiotics of poetic communication is insightful.
These ideas are extended in cognitive poetics and cognitive semiotics. In the case
of cognitive poetics, M. H. Freeman (2009) suggests that cognitive linguists will not
come of age until they sufficiently grapple with the “form-in-feeling and feeling-inform” issue. An aspect not addressed directly by Posner, Freeman draws from the
work of Susanne K. Langer (1967, pp. xviii-ix) to remind us that when it comes to
works of art, we must not forget that art forms are essentially “images of the forms
of feeling” that qualitatively motivate our expressions and perceptions of them.
Consequently, Freeman highlights the feeling aspect of all aesthetic experience as
“imagic” (p. 171), bringing our attention back to the phenomenological or embodied
dimension of experience (a dimension also emphasized by Peirce in his writings on
Firstness). While unfortunately carrying the connotation of visual representation, this
notion of “imagic” is applicable to all sense experience (including the auditory), as
Peirce notes (CP 3.433). Imagic or (creative imagination), as Peirce claims, is the very
potentiality of an idea in a First (representamen) that fuels the mediation of a Second
(object) by a Third (interpretant). At the same time, and rightly so, Freeman suggests
that the embodied cognition of that imaginative, felt quality is primarily activated by
iconicity (as a Peircian First), a point I develop further below with the help of Line
Brandt’s (2013) work. As Freeman (2009, p. 170) succinctly states, “The mechanism
by which these forms of feeling are symbolized in language is iconicity. What has
not yet been fully explored in iconicity studies of language and literature so far are
two aspects of iconic representation: its phenomenological status and the role of
feeling.” Here, while remaining focused on language (as opposed to communication)
Freeman successfully extends our understanding by connecting aesthetics to the
realm of embodied feeling while also naming the cognitive process as iconic, i.e., as
a semiotic object relation. Freeman draws from philosopher and phenomenologist
Merleau-Ponty and contends that “Our bodies are synthetic unities of sensations,
thoughts, and emotions” (p. 175). Meaning constitution is thereby derived from an
aesthetic synthesis of all three, i.e., synaesthesia. Peirce also supports this position
quite directly. He states that “feelings…form the warp and woof of [any] cognition”
(CP 3.81). That is, any interpretation (Thirdness) is fueled, to varying degrees, by the
qualitative Firstness of imaginative feeling and the corresponding relational aspects
of Secondness. As Peirce notes, “First [is] feeling, the feeling which can be included
with an instant of time…” (CP, 1.377). Note that some of Posner’s non-precoded
information presented in the sign vehicle are actualizations of these originary or
imaginative “forms of feeling” that Langer describes and Peirce alludes to, although
he does not explicitly say so.
One of the aspects that most concerns Freeman about cognitive linguistics is its
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tendency to separate form and content, an issue that has tremendous impact on the
way we think about human communication. In the communication discipline, we
seem to have a propensity to do the same, especially when we classify messages
dualistically as content (the what of communication) and relational (the how or
form in which they are delivered). We often focus on one, say the content (either in
speaking or listening), to the detriment of the relational experience or vice versa. Or
when we do acknowledge their inter-relationship we do so without understanding how
exactly that inter-relationship is actualized in discourse—which a communicological
perspective provides. She prompts us to realize the chiasm structure wherein “meaning
arises from the form of content and the content of form” (Freeman, p. 171), i.e., the
two operate reflexively in language and communication practices and are subsequently
semiotically and phenomenologically mediated by a Third, the interpretant. This
idea will be further developed in my explication of Peirce’s trichotomy of signs and
Brandt’s semiotic emphasis on the reflexive iconic relationship between expressive
form and content form.
In a similar fashion to Posner and Freeman, cognitive semiotician Line Brandt
sees the value in extending our understanding of the language/communication
interface in relation to the matters discussed above. In her 2013 book, The
communicative mind: A linguistic exploration of conceptual integration and
meaning construction she boldly aims to show that “language itself is shaped, at
every structural level, by the fundamental premise of face to face interaction” (p.
1). Building on interdisciplinary research in linguistics, semiotics, and cognitive
science, Brandt brings these ideas together to advocate for locating meaning
constitution (Thirdness) in communicating minds and bodies. As she indicates,
“The notion of a ‘communicative’ mind thus betokens a heightened awareness of
the speech situation as a significant—and indeed constitutive—factor in language”
(p. 2).7 Drawing from linguist Benveniste’s concept of enunciation, i.e., the very act
of addressing an addressee as opposed to a focus on the product or utterance of that
interaction, Brandt interrogates the complex phenomenological interface of mind
and body, especially at the level of Peirce’s Firstness. Recognizing this level as our
interface between the physical and mental world that is aesthetically constituted, she
develops an elaborate typology of seven types of poetic iconicity that fleshes out that
very constitution.
I now turn to the phenomenological qualities of the aesthetic and how they
semiotically function within interpersonal relations. I draw from Peirce’s trichotomies
of signs (EP, Vol. 2). His triadic structure of phenomenological semiosis—the
representamen, object, and interpretant—exemplified in his cosmology of Firstness
(iconicity), Secondness (indexicality), and Thirdness (symbolicity) are discussed. The
relations help us grasp how the aesthetic is potentialized, to varying degrees, within
all events of communication.

3. A Revised Classification of Communicative Components: Adding a
Third
Peirce’s trichotomies offer a clearer understanding of events as processual, as opposed
to Saussure’s semiology that is more formal and linguistic (Deledalle, 2000, p. 55).
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His trichotomies are particularly helpful in exploring the process of communication.
Because semiosis is processual and grounded in phenomenological or embodied
experience, it focuses on the temporal constitution of meaning—a benefit for
explicating the flow inherent to conversations, especially voiced ones as we shall see.
In his writings (CP, 1.541), Peirce specifies that semiosis (sign action) is the interplay
of three categories that comprise “a triadic process where a First (representamen)
determines a Third (interpretant) to refer to a Second (Object) to which itself refers”.
Peirce’s semiotic categories are thus hierarchical, i.e., a Third includes a Second
which also includes a First. Said differently, whatever qualities and functions activated
at the level of Firstness are also present to varying degrees in the other levels. The
reverse, however, is not true. A First does not include a Second nor a Third. I now
want to outline a revised classification system for interpersonal communication—
adding a third component to the existing content and relational categories. For the
following discussion, please refer to Figure 1. While all three of Peirce’s categories
are displayed in the diagram, I focus on Firstness, the aesthetic, with brief references
to Secondness and Thirdness as they apply. I then turn to Brandt’s typology of poetic
iconicity as a way to specify the qualities and functions inherent in what I call the
aesthetic voice of enunciation.
Figure 1. Peirce’s trichotomies and the continuum of communicological elements and
functions

Communicative Components According to Peirce’s Trichotomies

1. Aesthetic – FIRSTNESS (representamen/quasi-agent) – qualitative feeling – tone/tinge
Qualisign (Nature of the sign)
High degree of aesthetic [Tone] -----------------------------Low degree of aesthetic [Tinge]
Poetic/aesthetic comm--------------------------------------------------- automatized comm
High degree of affect (force-dynamics)-----------------Low degree of affect (force-dynamics)
High degree of felt qualities--------------------------------------Low degree of felt qualities
Icon (relation between sign and object) - displayed in poetic iconicity
Rheme (how a sign is interpreted) – appears as a sign of possibility
High degree of imaginative potentiality-----Low degree of imaginative potentiality
Emotional Interpretant (type of interpretant associated with Firstness)
High production of feeling-----------------------------------Low production of feeling
2. Relational – SECONDNESS (object) – otherness/status/positionality - token
Sinsign (Nature of the sign)
High degree of actual relationality --------------- Low degree of actual relationality
High degree of embodied intensities-----------------------Low degree of embodied intensities
High degree of appreciation for Otherness---------Low degree of appreciation for Otherness
High degree of Tension/Imposition -------------------------Low degree of Tension/Imposition
High degree Fulfillment/Pleasurableness---------Low degree of Fulfillment/Pleasurableness
Index (relation between sign and object)
Dicent (how a sign is interpreted) – a sign of actual existence, in its occurrence
High degree of truth/authenticity value--------Low degree of truth/authenticity value
Energetic Interpretant (type of interpretant associated with Secondness)
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High degree of mental & physical effort-----Low degree of mental & physical effort
3. Content – THIRDNESS (interpretant) – logical/information - type
Legisign (Nature of the sign)
Low emphasis on semantic/info content--------High emphasis on semantic/info content
Low emphasis on habitual practices-----------------------High emphasis on habitual practices
Symbol (relation between sign and object)
Low degree of symbolicity/convention----------------High degree of symbolicity/convention
High degree of concreteness------------------------------------------High degree of abstraction
Argument (how a sign is interpreted) – a sign of habit/law
Logical Interpretant (type of interpretant associated with Thirdness)
Low emphasis cultural types--------------------------High emphasis on cultural types
High optimization of per-sonal-ity--------Low optimization of per-sonal-ity

The first category of the sign (representamen) he calls the “quasi-agent”,
accentuating that a sign does not become a sign (mental or physical) unless it is
perceived by someone in some respect or capacity. This generic someone is the
“quasi-agent” that sets the sign action in motion as an embodied cognitive event. It
is the element of the sign that functions to initially spark attention that begins the
process of meaning construction. Peirce identifies the category of Firstness as a felt
quality, a “tinge”. He thus associates Firstness with indefinite affect, feeling and
tone (all sensory qualitative elements in a phenomenological sense) that cannot be
expressed symbolically nor can they have a direct reference in their expression. As
Peirce says, “The first is that whose being is simply in itself, not referring to anything
nor lying behind anything” (CP, 1.356). There is an indefiniteness to this category that
gives it a spontaneity. At the level of Firstness, the representamen does not present as
highly pre-coded information (as Posner would say); instead it shares an infinity with
the imaginative, creative or artistic aspects of experience—the aesthetic. Firstness
is thus associated with abduction, i.e., “artistic thinking”, a special type of inference
that evolves from the qualities iconically present as a First. This is why in Peirce’s
classification of the normative sciences, he names the aesthetic as a First and declares
that ethics (Secondness) and logic (Thirdness) are dependent upon it. Douglas R.
Anderson explains, “Peirce was consistent in maintaining that esthetics is normative
primarily in a foundational sense because it points out the admirable per se for ethics
and logic” (1987, pp. 56-57).
At the level of Firstness, the nature of the representamen presents as a qualisign,
a felt quality, that is only known, however, after becoming an existent in its relation
to Secondness (a sinsign) by a mediating Third (a legisign which is a law or habit).
He identifies Firstness as the being of positive qualitative possibility (CP, 1.23).
Furthermore, in terms of the representamen’s relation to its dynamic object at the level
of Firstness, it functions iconically. Accordingly, an icon is like its object; there is a
resemblance established between the two. He refers to icons as “replica’s”, Deledalle
explains (2000, p. 72), implying that our developing thoughts of representamens
(the legisigns of Thirdness) comes about through their “instances” or “occurrences”
that replicate in our mind an image or icon of which we are aware. And linking this
process to the abductive inference Sorensen et al. (2020, p. 69) explain: “Qualities…
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underlie the icon and make its relations of similarity possible. New relations of
similarity, however, concern cognition; the icon, qua its Firstness is, therefore,
involved in the content of the abductive inference.” This procedure, of course, reflects
metaphorical thinking. We cannot think, says Peirce, without some kind of iconicity
because reasoning consists of iconic maneuvers (Deledalle, p. 115). I will have more
specifics to say about iconicity in my next section.
In terms of how a sign is interpreted (the method of interpretation) at the level of
Firstness, Peirce identifies this as a rheme. A rheme appears to the interpreter as a sign
of possibility—as full of potential affordances (Lanigan, 1977, p. 44). For example,
if a piece of art (including a conversation) is interpreted rhematically, it is interpreted
as full of imaginative possibilities and creative potential. In terms of communication,
the more automatized the conversation, the less it is interpreted rhematically.
Firstness in its actualization as an aesthetic, lends the evolving process of semiosis
an overall tone—a sense of qualitative wholeness to the event—a sensibility in a
phenomenological sense; that is if the recipients bring that sensuous capacity to the
event of discourse.8
Only when the wholeness of a conversation is grasped qualitatively can its
nature acquire its full potentiality as an aesthetic (as an overall qualisign). When it is
appreciated for its own sake with a high degree of affect, felt qualities and intensities,
it can become an experience (in a Deweyian sense), an aesthetic experience for the
interlocutors—interpreted as a rheme. Only when a conversation is comprised of
enough non-precoded “additional information” (as Posner insists) within its sign
matter (Peirce’s triad) which is assigned an aesthetic code by the recipients, can the
entire sign vehicle become a paramount experience of qualitative distinctiveness
(same vs. different) for the recipients. And at the level of self and other (addresser
and addressee), only when each is perceived and appreciated for their qualitative,
uniqueness, and wholeness they openly bring to the encounter can the conversation
proceed aesthetically. The aesthetic experience of Firstness is typically interpreted
within the frame of emotionality (emotional interpretant).9
Because the aesthetic (First) determines an interpretant (Third) to refer to a
Second (object), as Peirce claims, when it comes to the art of conversation, we can
begin to see how the qualitative nature, function, and interpretive methodology at the
level of a First significantly shapes the processual nature of the communicative event
as an overall semiotic phenomenology. The higher degree of aesthetic presence and
recognition at the level of Firstness will help to shape a potential reduced emphasis
on the semantic/information content of the exchange (Thirdness). This process will,
in turn, help to determine a higher degree and quality of object (other) relatedness at
Secondness. If this particular semiotic procession transpires, then the way we process
the communicative event as a whole is not fueled so much by a logical interpretant
(a Third), but by emotional (First) and the energetic (Second) interpretants, each of
which serve to foreground the aesthetic and the relational moments of communication.
The energetic interpretant in Secondness produces varying degrees of semiotic tension
based upon degrees of perceived Otherness within the self and other dyad. When we
experience greater levels of embodied intensities between self and other brought about
by an appreciation for Otherness which this tension affords, we can create deeper
levels of relationality. We also can potentially create greater degrees of relational
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pleasure concerning the event itself. Furthermore, at the level of Secondness we tend
to interpret our interactions as possessing more truth value or authenticity (dicent)
because those interactions are framed as signs of particularity and actuality. On the
truth value and authenticity judgments at this level, Turino (1999) reminds us that
“Authenticity relates directly to how signs are interpreted within given social contexts
(i.e., their character as rhemes or dicents” (p. 247). This is especially true in the case
of dicent-indices, signs that point us to the actual occurrences of discourse from which
authenticity may be directly assessed.
On the other hand, the processual nature of sign actions will be quite different
if participants begin with very low degrees of an aesthetic consciousness at the
level of Firstness. That is, by not employing an aesthetic code in attending to the
possible nuances of expressions and perceptions, the interlocutors will allow the
potential aesthetic qualities to fade into the background. Consequently, they will
perhaps generate more automatized methods of expression and perception (as
Posner suggests). This is because the qualitative feeling of possibility (the aesthetic
dimension) is diminished and these expressions and perceptions will, in turn,
likely increase the use of habitualized logical interpretants (instead of emotional
or energetic). At the relational object level of Secondness, these practices will
manifest lower degrees of actual relationality and felt embodied intensities. In such
instances, the semantic/informational (content) dimension will likely dominate and
participants will experience the event as just another typical information exchange
among many they have had. A key point to keep in mind is that these are not static
semiotic and phenomenological oppositions within experience; for example, a given
communicative event is not just aesthetic or not. Instead, all of these qualities and
functions transpire along an evolving continuum, with higher and lower degrees
of aesthetic characteristics, relational tensions, and informational value depending
upon the interpretants employed. Since a First determines a Third, then the perceived
qualitative characteristics of a First that are foregrounded directly influence the
characteristic features of the interpretant used and the degree to which abduction
(instead of induction or deduction) is employed. To what degree does the emotional
interpretant of Firstness effect the logical interpretant of Thirdness which, in turn,
mediates the First and the Second (the energetic interpretant)? As we can see, the
aesthetic qualities that comprise a particular event are extremely important in shaping
the evolving cognitive and bodily experiences just described.
Because the aesthetic of Firstness functions iconically, I now want to look at the
specifics of this process. Here, I draw from Brandt’s seven types of iconicity (a Third
of a First). I unpack the significant effects/affects operative within poetic iconicity as
an evolving abductively-derived aesthetic.

4. The Poetic Iconicity of Firstness
Brandt moves past linguistics’ traditional analyses of the poetic constructed from the
perspective of “utterances”, i.e., the products of discourse.10 She appeals instead to
Benveniste’s alternative concept of enunciation, understood as the very event of
expression and perception.11 As Benveniste says, enunciation is the act of “putting
the language into operation through an individual act of use” (cited in Fournet,
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2011, p. 209). It foregrounds the fact that discourse (literary or otherwise) is
inherently a temporal act, aligning well with Peirce’s understanding of semiosis.12
Benveniste’s notion of enunciation also entails what he calls “the presence of man
in language” (Brandt, p. 4). This perspective recognizes the phenomenological
entailments of subjectivity (and inter-subjectivity) within acts of discourse—
what Peirce identifies as “quasi-minds” at the level of Firstness. It is an important
distinction in order to avoid viewing subjectivity as a substance. Deledalle explains
Peirce on this point: “It is the ‘I’ which speaks but what it says is not and cannot be
‘subjective:’ the ‘I’ is the locus of signs and especially that of interpretants, a locus
which is not isolated, but is, on the contrary, in a context—and every context is social”
(2000, pp. 102-103). The notion of enunciation brings us back, Brandt says, to a “…
more primitive, more basic [instance] even than utterances—at the core of language
and communication is attunement to Other” (2013, p. 5, my italics). Enunciation is
what brings semiotic utterances into existence and functions as a cognitive semiotic
schema, according to Brandt, which I interpret as an abductive operation. Enunciation
thus activates Peirce’s representamen at the level of a First. Subsequently, enunciation
entails “a study of both non-linguistic structures underlying linguistic communication
and the linguistic markers which bear witness to—are traces of—the grounding
sentences in verbal interaction between an enunciator (the ‘utterer’, the locutor/
speaker) and a hearer/reader (an addressee, an interlocutor)” (Brandt, p. 47, my
italics).13 In her typology of seven types of poetic iconicity at the level of Firstness,
Brandt offers us a way to unpack the significant effects/affects of poetic enunciation
within dialogic relations. While she is applying her typology to literary poems in
graphic form, it is apparent in her research that she is approaching the author/reader
dyad as a communicative event. Consequently, I argue that her classifications can be
applied more broadly to addresser and addressee communicative relations with some
adjustments.
Like Posner, who acknowledges that any sign matter is comprised of various
levels of signification (the phonetic, phonemic, morphemic, syntactical, and semantic),
Brandt also describes each of her seven types of iconicity similarly.14 She extends the
work in cognitive aesthetics (an emerging area within cognitive science) to explore
“the specifically literary employment [linguistic and non-linguistic] of an everyday
semiotic affordance, namely the ability to represent iconically; to establish figural (or
‘imagic’)…similarity relations between expressive means and expressive content”
(p. 541).15 Overall, Brandt pays special attention to the semantic, enunciational,
and rhythmic components of discourse, using as her starting point the 1989 work of
Lakoff and Turner, More than cool reason: A field guide to poetic metaphor. Stressing
that any meanings we derive from a poem (or an act of communication, I would add)
“is based on our unconscious recognition of coherences between the formal and the
conceptual aspects of a poem [or communicative exchange]” (Brandt, 2013, p. 542),
she advocates that these coherences are based upon iconic sign relations. She also
claims that, “the use of [these] similarity-based (i.e., iconic) signs can be recognized
as the cognitive cause of certain poetic effects experienced in a reading [or in a
communicative event]” (2013, p. 543).16
She draws specifically from Hjelmslev’s notion of a sign (derived from Saussure)
which stipulates that iconic relations exist between expressive form (Signifier, Sr)
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and content form (Signified, Sd)—while also acknowledging how an enunciation
is ultimately interpreted iconically into an expressive substance (Sr) and content
substance (Sd).17 Furthermore, Brandt correctly understands Hjelmslev that content
substance (Sd) is dependent upon content form (Sr) and expressive substance (Sd)
is equally determined by expressive form (Sr) in their iconic relation. While using a
triadic framework provided by Hjemslev, Brandt incorporates Peirce’s logic notion
that any Third (interpretant) is significantly shaped by the expressive form and content
form within the Firstness of iconicity and its subsequent relation to a Second by way
of its own functionality as a Third. So, the form of the enunciation in Firstness (whether
linguistic or extra-linguistic) dictates the kind of content that can be expressed and
how it may be perceived as a reflexive semiotic act. This is altogether an abductive
process.
Unfortunately, in our typical rush to interpretation in Thirdness—the expressive
substance and content substance iconic relation as a First of a Third (legisign)—
we often ignore or dismiss altogether the expressive form and content form
(qualisign) operative within a given enunciation. 18 In contrast, an awareness of
the iconic relation between expressive form and content form will influence both the
speaker’s performative impact and a listener’s aesthetic appreciation (or admiration
as Peirce says) of that exchange. As Posner emphasizes and Brandt concurs, poetry
(or poetic communication) “establishes special circumstances, warranting special
attention to otherwise insignificant factors in communication, such as how the
utterances sound, and look” (Brandt, p. 546, my italics). The employment of an
aesthetic code (a rheme) frames the discourse in a special way thereby creating
semiotic boundaries that function to give the exchange a finiteness it may not
otherwise possess. “The finiteness increases the sense of semiotic intentionality
present in the addresser, experienced as aesthetic…which, in turn, increases semiotic
attunement in the addressee” (Brandt, 2013, p 548). In the case of conversations,
this finiteness punctuates our experiences and we realize we are having an aesthetic
experience, as Dewey submits, an experience with “an/Other” that is special.
Brandt (2013, p. 593) develops seven types of iconicity illustrated in Figure 2.
that are operative at Peirce’s level of Firstness, including their specific qualities and
functions. The left column of the figure names the iconic relation produced between
expression form and content form; for example, phonetic. The right column predicates
the factors involved in creating that type of iconicity. Italicized elements and functions
at each level indicate items especially significant to my discussion on communication
as an art form.

Figure 2. Brandt’s seven types of iconicity. Legend:  = iconic relation
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Phonetic Iconicity

Phonetic signifiers  semantic signifieds:
1. Onomatopoeia.
2a. Phonesthemic sound symbolism.
2b. Phonesthemic pattern  semantic dynamic. The iconic patterning
of phonesthemes with force-dynamic properties that correspond to forcedynamically structured semantic content.

Syntactic Iconicity

Syntactic form  semantic construal:
1.The iconic relationship between sequentiality, duration, intensification,
2. Degree of proximity/integration,
3. Degree of complexity, causality, disruption and semantic construal.

Linebreak Iconicity

The syntax of enjambment  semantic dynamics:
The iconic relationship between the syntax of enjambment and semantic
dynamics.

Performative Iconicity

Performative demonstration point made:
1. Direct demonstration: versified enunciation
2. Indirect demonstration: grammatical ambiguity.

Rhythmic Iconicity

Emerging rhythm  semantic thematics:
Inclusive of discord, speed, style of motion, stability/instability.

Rhetorical Iconicity

Composition and voice  semantic thematics:
Inclusive of compositional strategy (trope) and enunciational temperature.

Graphic Iconicity

Graphic expression  semantic content:
Concretist expressivity in spatial form.

The typology in Figure 2 moves from the micro-level of enunciation at the top to
more macro-levels of discursive practices at the bottom. Like Peirce’s hierarchical
classification of signs where a Third is inclusive of a Second and First, the same holds
true in Brandt’s typology. That is, the graphic mode of discourse at the macro-level
includes qualities of phonetic iconicity, especially through the use of sound symbolism
in literary discourse. However, and similar to Peirce’s classification system, the
opposite is not true, i.e., under normal conversational situations, for example, any
phonetic qualities or force-dynamic properties of voiced relations will not, obviously,
include graphic content (unless it is an instance where someone is orally reading
from a displayed graphic, or other version of ekphrasis: a visual image known
only by voice description). The other types of poetic iconicity (syntactic, linebreak,
performative, rhythmic, and rhetorical) are all potential qualities and functions, I
argue, operative within everyday face to face voiced conversations. Their occurrence
depends upon how the interlocutors express and perceive the unfolding sign actions
and the interpretants used. If all of these types of iconicity (except graphic) are
functional iconically within voiced conversations and interpreted by way of emotional
and/or energetic interpretants at the sign level of Firstness and/or Secondness,
then the enactment would hold a high degree of aesthetic value for the participants
involved. It would be admirable according to Peirce or meaningful, pleasurable, and
fulfilling as Dewey says.19 Because I am concerned specifically with the current lack
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of appreciation for face to face conversation as an art form in our increasing technosocial world, I will focus on the elements and functions of poetic iconicity from the
standpoint of oral/aural discursive practices. This specifies the voice as an important
extra-linguistic factor in the abductive process.20
Applying Benveniste’s concept of enunciation to voiced relations, we discover the
voice of enunciation (Eicher-Catt, 2020). This is the voice that, when processed by
means of emotional and/or energetic interpretants, we hear in its qualitative wholeness
and feeling form as an aesthetic First (qualisign-iconic-rheme). Or, in its object
relation to another interlocutor, it becomes an intense Second (sinsign-indexical-dicent)
that points to the unique qualities of Self and/or Other in their occurrence. Above
all, the voice of enunciation is the voice that exists prior to its full co-optation by a
Third (legisign-symbolic-argument) that, among other things, unfortunately renders it
merely a conventional type of channel among many that we may use for connecting
with other human beings. I call this alternative voice, the one primarily in service
to the symbolic, the voice of articulation (Eicher-Catt, 2020). This is the voice that
we hear as only a type of channel among many that we may use for connecting with
others. It is the voice that, although auditory, recedes in importance as we attend to
the articulation and exchange of linguistic messages and codes. It is the voice that is
identified with the utterance. The concept of the voice of enunciation allows a focus
on the actual event of communication as it transpires (as expressive form and content
form) rather than on mainly the informational utterances we produce (expressive
substance and content substance). This voice of enunciation is, in other words, the
voice that we speak and hear in excess of the symbolic functions of discourse that try
to dominate it (Dolar, 2006). This is the voice whose qualities correspond to the nonprecoded “additional information” that Posner describes. This is the voice (along with
other extra-linguistic elements such as non-verbal codes and contextual cues) that
affords opportunities to initiate poetic, aesthetic moments with others. These moments
accentuate the inter-relationship of cognition and feelings (abduction, according to
Peirce), or the expressive form and content form of message exchange, as Brandt
claims. Such a perspective allows a fuller appreciation for an extra-linguistic element
and function in conversations that is typically ignored or taken-for-granted in
everyday interaction.21 I now review each level of iconicity in her typology, teasing
out elements and functions that are applicable to our further understanding of the
voice of enunciation as an art form.
4.1 Phonetic iconicity
Brandt states: “phonetic iconicity…concerns the realm of phonosemantics;
experienced similarity between the phonetic signifiers and the semantic
signifieds…” (2013, p. 543). 22 This realm addresses the complex relationship
between the actual sounding of expression (expressive form) and its consequent
bodily affects in their similarity (content form or connotation). At this level,
“the form of a word does not directly affect what the word refers to, what its
argument structure is, or any other aspect of its meaning. It only directly affects our
understanding of what the word’s referent is like, the word’s connotation” (Magnus,
2001, cited in Brandt, p. 549). Above all, the focus is on the sonic structures within
acts of speaking and listening that significantly affect the operating force-dynamics
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involved in the communicative processes.
I narrow my treatment of phonetic iconicity to 2b in Brandt’s typology
(Figure 2), this specifically concerns “the experienced similarity between emotive
qualities evoked by particular phonetic structures and general semantic content,
such as emotion evoked by global or locally occurring imagery” (p. 543).23 Above
the patterning of mere phonesthemic sound symbolism, in other words, Brandt
acknowledges that similarities (or iconic relations) can be operative at higher levels
of this form—like a phrase, the sentence, or the whole enunciation. At these higher
levels (which are, of course, indicative of communication as conversation), such types
of sign relations evoke bodily experiences—impressions formed from force-dynamic
properties with highly-charged emotive qualities or affect. Thus, she is proposing
“an embodied view of phonetic iconicity, according to which experienced similarity
between expression form and content form relies on bodily—gestural—experience”
(p. 553). She also associates the phonetic aspects of speech as a temporal dynamic
and, as such, accurately places sound in opposition to the spatialized, graphic forms
of expression she describes later on.24 Obviously, these characterizations align with
Peirce’s identification of Firstness with qualitative feeling and tone. Brandt helps
us understand how that quality of feeling is semiotically and phenomenologically
constituted as an abductive iconic relation.
It is through phonetic iconicity that auditory properties of the voice become
semiotically and phenomenologically significant. Using her analysis, we readily see
that the vocal patterning we use as a conversation unfolds, with its emotive, forcedynamic qualities (expressive form) relates similarly (iconically) to the meaning
dynamic that participants create (content form). Based upon the various expressive
forms possibilized in the voice such as inflection, accent, timbre, meter, rhythm,
etc., we form similar emotive impressions (content form) of the evolving semantic
dynamic presented. This is especially true when we consider the material grain or
timbre of the voice as Barthes (1977) and others (Nancy, 2007) attest.
For example, the timbre of our voice is a unique, physiological signature of who we
are. In its voicing, it rings true as the qualia of our Firstness, in Peirce’s terminology;
hence, it is body in sound, a powerful expressive form.25 There is a feeling tone
or timbre that we can hear in another’s voice (and feel and hear in our own), an
extra-linguistic dynamic affect or impression that can be detected if we possess the
sensibility to listen to it, to recognize and interpret it rhematically. When we do, it
acts as a meaning dynamic (a content form).26 Timbre (resonance) along with rhythm,
therefore, comprise a qualitative unity of sound (a phonetic iconicity called assonance)
that affords us a heightened awareness of the “pervasive unifying quality” (Dewey)
of the person standing before us. Brandt admits that these emotive qualities iconically
produced between the expressive form and content form of the phonetic (like the
timbre and tone just discussed) partially explain why the sound of a voice (resonance)
is often compared to a musical aesthetic (assonance), which typically accentuates the
iconic relation between expressive form and content form.27
In sum, Brandt’s discussion of the phonetic reminds us that this type of iconicity
“relies predominantly on the experience of force-dynamic structure and can be
identified as a similarity relation between expression form and content form” (p. 553,
my italics). Because of these qualities and functions, phonetic iconicity is perhaps
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the easiest to recognize when it comes to actualizing the voice of enunciation within
interpersonal contexts. These are the auditory expressive form and content form
qualities operative, however, before their full cooptation to meaning as a Third—a
perceived utterance (expressive substance and content substance).
Obviously, in graphic instances of communication (inscription-text-based
discourse), all of these immediate emotive cues of auditory bodily expression
(phonic-acoustic-text-based discourse) as iconic functions are sacrificed, i.e., they
are missing altogether. In their represented form as symbolic content in graphic texts
(like in phonesthemic sound symbolism, for example, trying to guess the appropriate
sound stress in reading “MaMa”), these emotive cues lose their potential to create the
highest degrees of significant effects/affects.
4.2 Syntactical iconicity
The second type of poetic iconicity Brandt calls the syntactical and it “concerns
the semiotic relation between syntactic form and semantic construal: experienced
similarity between a clausal signifier and the locally construed semantic content”
(p. 556). It operates at the sentence level in discourse and is thus applicable to
understanding everyday conversations from an aesthetic perspective. Syntactical
iconicity can be spoken and listened to in the sequential unfolding of dialogue as
expressive form and content form. As a function of syntactical iconicity, in voiced
relations the sequentiality, duration, and intensity of discourse (expressive form) are
similar to the meaning or semantic construal they entail (content form). The degree
of syntactical intensity, complexity, and duration exhibited and perceived during
the course of a conversation will have significant effects/affects, therefore, on the
perceived qualitative wholeness of the dialogue. Because in face to face conversations
the syntactical iconicity can be immediately heard (and, perhaps, felt as a forcedynamic), it affords interlocutors an opportunity to relate in more immediate and
intense ways than graphic forms. This is because we embody these syntactical factors
in their natural unfolding within the transaction. The sequentiality, for example, is not
an abstraction on a piece of paper but a felt phenomenon voiced during the course of
a conversation. In text-based exchanges (like email, Tweets, and text-messages), we
may easily fail to interpret accurately the intensity or complexity (or the lack thereof)
and thereby sacrifice the full potential they afford as aesthetic markers.
4.3 Linebreak iconicity
Line breaking iconicity involves syntax that “arises out of the intentionally unnatural
condition of literariness; its special, dynamic properties are the product of enjambment,
a linguistic circumstance that belongs specifically to poetry, that is specifically
literary” (Brandt, p. 562). Accordingly, it would seem that linebreak iconicity is not
applicable to voiced conversations, given that it appears in graphic form. Brandt
explains: “linebreak iconicity [or enjambment] is achieved exclusively through the
segmentation of natural language into lines of (free/metered) verse, a formal property
of poetry which produces a distinctive and unique reading experience” (p. 562). While
enjambment can easily be recognized in graphic poetic verse, I suggest an embodied
version often manifests in the process of face to face dialogue—as a function of the
iconic relations between expressive form and content form. Turn-taking, for example,
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is an expressive form of enjambment; it affords breaks in the flow of conversation that
permits personal adjustments to be made by speaker and listener. These breaks allow
for equitable relations to evolve, but they also spark potential creative responses as
the communication progresses, giving a metered sense to the conversation. This meter
serves as the content form of the iconic relation.28 Clearly, turn-taking in conversation
affords opportunities for punctuating feelings and ideas expressed (expressive form)
and perceived by participating interlocutors in a dynamic metered fashion (content
form). And, when participants fail to use bodily enjambment, the force-dynamics of
conversational dominance can be keenly felt. This often leads to conversations that
are extremely uncomfortable. Conversational breaks and bodily forms of enjambment
(or the lack thereof) help to contribute to a natural conversational rhythm between
interlocutors (which is addressed below).
4.4 Performative iconicity
Performative iconicity accentuates “the presence of a semiotic intention to underscore
a particular point by enunciational demonstration; by having the content form (the
point being made) be signified via the expressive formalization of enjambment, the
enunciating subject formally demonstrates it, in the act of enunciation itself, that is,
performatively” (p. 567). Accordingly, the act of enjambment is best understood as
a performative—which foregrounds the very act of enunciation as a speaking and
listening event. This acknowledgment of the performative aspects of enunciation
emphasizes the role versification plays in its very enactment. Versification signifies
the twists and turns aesthetic discourse takes. Versification, while often applied solely
to written, literary discourse, is acknowledged by Brandt in both its linguistic and
non-linguistic (bodily) forms.
As a result, performative iconicity is an operative function of the voice, especially
given that it emphasizes one of the most embodied and immediate demonstrations
of versification (expressive form) that can be presented, other than from the body
itself. The demonstration of voice is similar to the content form (the points actually
being made as a dicent icon). In voiced relations, therefore, we bodily demonstrate
our discursive versification as an iconic relation in the very expression of those ideas
(content form). Here we can readily appreciate the spontaneous elements and their
versification effects/affects within embodied performative instances of face to face
communication. Versification is the very quality of spontaneity, variety, and novelty
which Peirce says is indicative of an aesthetic First.29
4.5 Rhythmic iconicity
The discussion on versification also relates to her next level of poetic iconicity:
rhythmic iconicity. As another effect of versification in literary discourse, she
emphasizes the meter or tempo, the underlying beat that gives it a rhythmic sense
of coherence and fluidity. She explains: “The rhythmical properties of metered
verse afford a special kind of musical quality” (p. 568), a quality, I might add, that
is especially accentuated when those rhythmical properties are enunciated within
voiced relations. Without fetishizing the auditory voice as only an aesthetic artifact,
the association of the voice (especially understood as enunciation) with these musical
qualities of timbre, tempo, and rhythm insightfully addresses the aesthetic affordances
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inherent in our actual speaking and listening. In conversational situations, rhythmic
iconicity is generated by means of voiced relational cues pertaining to accord/discord,
tempo of expression/perception, style of motion toward the Other, and stability/
instability factors (all expressive forms), that are similar to the very thematics
expressed in them (content form). This produces an emerging rhythm between
participants that significantly impacts the expressive substance and content substance
of discourse (legisign-symbolic).
This type of iconicity in conversation (as a First) is constituted, however, primarily
in the relation of Secondness to Firstness (interpreted as a dicent). Jean-Luc Nancy
(2007) addresses the inherent rhythmic aspects of speaking and listening. According
to Nancy, these rhythmic qualities help to contribute to an overall felt resonance
between participants. He argues that, along with timbre (previously discussed),
rhythm gives interpersonal resonance its penetrating quality as a true auditory
aesthetic experience with another—a felt reverberation phenomenon. And this is the
result of rhythmic beats (along with timbre) that punctuate experience during voiced
relations into meaningful segments (expressive substance and content substance, e.g.,
an—O—ther [= enunciation]). These qualities significantly affect the overall tone of
a conversation and can afford it a richness far beyond what might appear in graphic
representations of metered verse. In fact, in text-based enunciations, any emergent
rhythm is often sacrificed as a reflexive act of enunciation because of the asynchrony
involved in the author/reader interaction. Obviously, this jeopardizes creating a true
auditory resonance with anOther that rings true as a felt embodied event.
4.6 Rhetorical iconicity
The last type of poetic iconicity that relates directly to the voice of enunciation
is rhetorical iconicity. Here, Brandt discusses the relationship between discursive
composition and the “voice”. Rhetorical iconicity takes into account “larger units
of semantic construal, phonemic patterns, rhythmical structures” (Brandt, p. 578).
Furthermore, she says rhetorical iconicity, “involves the intentional staging of an
iconic sign relation between the textual semantics—what the poem is about; what
the text is saying—and the ‘literary rhetoric’—how it is said” (p. 578). While she
acknowledges the voice at this level, she is using it in the sense of authorial intent
and persuasive strength, not as auditory gesture. At this higher level of signification,
it may be tempting to assume that this type of iconicity is only exemplified through
what I call the voice of articulation (Eicher-Catt, 2020), i.e., the voice in service to
linguistic and semantic meaning. While the voice of articulation can most certainly
act rhetorically, the voice of enunciation is inherently rhetorical. After all, in its
very sounding it is an event that ruptures experience and initiates discourse for
significant effects/affects. Following Mladen Dolar, I argue (Eicher-Catt, 2020) that
the natural materiality of the voice acts as the very pivot point between the body and
language (a relation, I believe, Brandt is trying to accentuate in her discussion of
rhetorical iconicity). The voice of enunciation presents a rupture in experience
while simultaneously acting as the link that holds bodies and languages together.
This enunciational rupture signifies, I believe, the very rhetorical or persuasive
potential inherent in all forms of discourse (depending upon, of course, the
interpretant employed in a given instance of its utterance). Posner theorizes this
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rhetorical factor similarly when he claims that poetic discourse must de-automize
the recipient’s relation to society and reality. It must rupture the typical expressive/
perceptive interpretive codes, offering interlocutors the opportunity to meet
experientially as if for the first time (p. 123). In any case, the successful enactment of
rhetorical iconicity, in Peirce’s terms, is a Third of a First (iconic-legisign).
As an important aspect of rhetorical iconicity, she introduces the concept of
enunciational temperature that is applicable to the art of conversation. Enunciational
temperature concerns the relation between enunciation and the subject (object) and
the degree of distance between the authorial, persuasive voice, and the represented
content. In other words, the concept speaks to how involved the voice is in the
subject matter—how well the persuasive voice breaks through the discourse and
is recognizable in its own right as a force-dynamic. Because in text-based literary
discourse the actual auditory voice of a speaking subject is silent, it is understandable
that the position of voice to the compositional structure of graphic discourse
becomes a matter of interest and concern for linguists. In actual voiced relations,
however, rhetorical iconicity comes into play when the form of the relation between
compositional structure (what is being said) and the enunciational temperature of
voice (how it is said)—i.e., expressive form, is similar in tone to the semantic themes
expressed (content form). For example, Brandt stipulates that when the authorial
persuasive voice in discourse is highly involved, the composition structure is said to
have a high or “hot” temperature. When the voice is less pronounced, the composition
is said to have a low temperature or is “cool”. Furthermore, these designations are
evaluated based correctly on a temporal organization, i.e., a high temperature of voice
is more temporally exhibited while a cool temperature of voice is more spatially
derived.
Consequently, in text-based interactions (emails, letters, Tweets, and the like)
where the actual oral voice is silent and the interaction is spatialized through
digitalization, the enunciational temperature of these interactions is mostly
quite “cool”. This means that their potential rhetorical effect is also reduced. To
the contrary, in actual face to face conversations, the potential to increase the
enunciational temperature to high is quite possible, especially when considering
the impact of the embodied voice of enunciation as a force-dynamic. This, in turn,
increases the rhetorical potential of actual voiced relations. When it comes to the
iconic relations initiated by the interactions of composition type (spatial/temporal)
and voice, we can readily understand that speaking face to face in temporal voiced
relations affords us more rhetorical impact that written, spatialized discourse ever can.
Everyone is aware of the temperature shift in going from face to face dialogue (hot),
to non-video phone conversation (warm), to text-message (cool). I submit that the
auditory voice of enunciation is, indeed, a significant poetic, i.e., rhetorical factor in
discourse.
4.7 Graphic iconicity
Brandt explains: “graphic iconicity concerns the relation between the concrete
properties of the text as written text and locally occurring semantic elements or
global semantic themes” (2013, pp. 586-587). The graphic text includes “concrete
manifestion[s] of letters on a page [and this] adds a visual [and spatial] element to
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the aesthetic experience” (p. 586). However, while the actual graphic text is, indeed,
concrete—the ideas, feelings, attitudes, etc. of the author are linguistically represented
in highly abstract symbolic forms. So, when it comes to text-based exchanges (as
opposed to face to face voiced conversations) the graphic representation of discourse
does afford a static or permanent record of an exchange (such as emails and texts) that
may enhance or degrade their informational value (at the level of Thirdness). At the
same time, any aesthetic value they may have depends primarily upon the aesthetic
level of concreteness expressed solely in linguistic form. Sacrificed in the literary
process are the extra-linguistic elements of body, vocality, and other immediate,
embodied factors that significantly shape the overall effect/affect as an event of the
discourse that transpires in real time.30 Above all, a fuller appreciation of phonetic
iconicity as a potential admirable sound event is thwarted. Subsequently, all of the
semiotic and phenomenological affordances the sounding voice offers to the aesthetic
dimension of discourse (reviewed above) are erased.

5. Conclusions and Implications
Thus, I argue that we must renew our appreciation of everyday conversation as a
potential art form called dialogue. To do so, we must avoid conceptualizing any
aesthetic component of it according to linguistic theories alone, a reductionist view
that fails to capture the complexity of actual communicative exchange lived by
human beings. Drawing together interdisciplinary insights from linguistic research,
cognitive poetics, cognitive semiotics, philosophy, and communicology, I offer a
revised classification system for understanding the operative elements and functions
within interpersonal communication. Specifically using Peirce’s trichotomies, I was
able to move interpersonal communication scholarship past a dualistic, oppositional
classification that identifies only content and relational components by adding a third:
the aesthetic. Using the voice of enunciation as an exemplar of this aesthetic in its
extra-linguistic form, I examined the abductive functions of poetic iconicity provided
by Brandt’s typology at various levels of signification. The developed thematic is the
critical view that a triadic, appositional classification allows us to locate the voice of
enunciation in dialogic exchange.
For Dewey, experience is an aesthetic when it is “an experience”. As Thomas
Alexander stipulates, for Dewey “the aesthetic possibilities of experience are not
limited to a unique class of purely ‘aesthetic’ objects…any activity that succeeds
in realizing the possibilities of a present situation (affordances) so that it becomes
pervaded by a sense of completeness, closure, wholeness and expressive signification
exhibits the features of an experience” (2013, p. 150). There is much insight to be
gained, therefore, when we apply this idea to our consciousness of conversation,
especially in light of my analysis. For one, it means that any communicative event is
an art form when it stands out as a finite sense of qualitative wholeness, an instance
that is separate and distinct from everyday mundane interactions. An instance of artful
conversation is quite different, then, from its counterpart, automatized communication,
where we more often than not experience a “rigid abstinence, coerced submission,
tightness on one side and dissipation, incoherence, and aimless indulgence on the
other” (Crick, 2004, p. 314). A communicative event becomes artful when the sign
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actions involved motivate participants to focus attention on the event itself in its
admirable, natural qualitative unfolding, rather than on the semantic content alone. In
such instances, a conversation’s essential nature is that of a qualisign and we interpret
it rhematically, as full of potentiality for Self and Other. However, this reframing
of the experience requires participants to apply an aesthetic code (that employs
emotional and/or energetic interpretants) which offers the Same means by which to
capture and interpret the non-precoded information that the Different, distinct situation
of an aesthetic sign action provides. This agency distinctiveness, we have learned, is
initiated by creative, imaginative abductive sign relations based upon iconic functions,
operative at many levels of signification (syntactical, rhythmic, performative,
etc.). In such cases of communicative exchange, we do, in fact, feel as though our
communicative actions are carried out as if for the first time, as Posner contends. Such
relations make the experience of voiced conversation a truly pleasurable, meaningful,
and fulfilling event, characteristics, according to Dewey, that are associated with all
aesthetics.
Furthermore, the aesthetic component of communication is accentuated by the
natural attunement to the Other, sounded by and realized through the actual sounding
voice of enunciation, a distinct quality I argue that should no longer be ignored in
our understanding of dialogue. Deborah Tannen (1984, p. 152) expresses it clearly
when she says that “The experience of a perfectly tuned conversation is like an artistic
experience. The satisfaction of shared rhythm, shared appreciation for nuance, mutual
understanding that surpasses the meaning of words exchanged…goes beyond the
pleasure of having one’s message understood. It is a ratification of one’s way of being
human and proof of connection to other people. It gives a sense of coherence in the
world.” As such, a mutual resonance is actualized between speaker and listener, a
resonance that can only be established through the dialogic activation of emotional and
energetic interpretants. Resonance is a voiced relational phenomenon instantiated by
the dialectic of assonance and consonance and includes such vocal factors as: timbre,
enjambment, versified enunciation, meter, and the emerging rhythm that ensues.
These are important qualitative distinctions occurring in face to face conversations
that the prior catch-all category of “relational” did not adequately address. Each
of the elements, in their unique way, contributes to the contours of communicative
experience which makes significant affective difference in terms of the degree of
resonance potential between participants. Like most instances of aesthetic experience,
at times of genuine resonance, we acquire a capacity to understand and appreciate
qualities of form (the ability to give structure to consciousness) and rhythm (the ability
to move experience through time) (Dewey, cited in Crick, p. 315).
Correctly recognizing the three components of communicative acts (the aesthetic,
the relational, and the content/substantial) allows us to appreciate fully the many
affordances, from the mundane to the ecstatic, any communicative act provides.
According to Mark Johnson, “the affordances of any object or event are the standing
forth of possibilities within a situation” (2018, p. 17). Affordances are qualitative
degrees of possibility manifested in experience. In terms of the art of conversation,
these affordances are not a priori gifts. They are activated, as we have seen, through
the semiotic phenomenological expressions and perceptions of the participants—
through functioning interpretants. Therefore, each of these components function along
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a continuum in terms of what is immanent to embodiment or what is available to us
within lived-events of communication as we strive to constitute meaning, to actualize
our potential (Johnson, p. 210).
We have found that the aesthetic component affords opportunities to grasp the
qualitative feeling tone of Self and Other relations. It activates our sensibilities (in a
phenomenological sense) toward one another in acts of intense affectual experience
discovering similarities and differences. In voiced conversations, attending to the
unique timbre, rhythm, accent, tempo, and quality inherent in temporal experiences
of dialogue, we come to a greater appreciation for the imaginative potentiality
that discursive relation affords as an iconic relation. Importantly, the aesthetic
foregrounds the force-dynamics of interaction, especially as they play out bodily or
phenomenologically within face to face interaction. Such force-dynamics imbue the
experience with a potential transformative power that assists in interpersonal growth
and change. The aesthetic component thus (1) determines the level of pleasure we
experience in or the range of emotional value we assign to any conversation and
(2) the aesthetic gives the experience a unique tonality. It foregrounds the dramatic
elements and functions of discourse, offering it a performative depth and richness that
other components do not.
The relational component (now with re-defined theoretical parameters) affords
us occasions in which to understand our actual positionality in terms of Others, as
Peirce’s notion of dicent suggests. In relationality, we offer tokens of ourselves to one
another (sinsigns), meant to signify our existential agreement to enter into dialogue.
These relations are based upon the degree of Otherness recognized and appreciated
and the actual evaluation of each other’s genuineness and authenticity in specific
contexts of discourse. Importantly, framed as it is by way of an energetic interpretant,
the Secondness of relationality (when brought in relation to the aesthetic emotionality
of a First) potentializes a qualitative experience of intensive resonance, unlike typical
text-based encounters we may have. Of course, our positionality in relation to Others
and the affordances it provides are severely compromised in sedimented text-based
information exchanges, where the immediacy of embodied intensities is missing. In
a similar fashion as art, the task of relation is to “create models analogous to reality”
(Lotman, 1981 cited in Firle, 1990, p. 425), i.e., create conversations that are artful.
These are important opportunities to enter into another’s world as possibility and
to acquire an alternative to one’s own lived experience in an immediate and more
embodied way. When this relationship transpires, we are truly engaged in the art of
conversation.
The content component of communication affords us informational value in
symbolic form. Based upon conventional socio-cultural codes, our competent
immersion within the symbolic provides degrees of proficiency and ease within
the world. Indicative of a Third (legisign), this component also offers a degree of
comfort and normalization as we develop habits that seek to match the type of sociocultural parameters in which we live. However, such stability and conformity have
their drawbacks, if they end up dominating our experience through symbolic means
of expressions and perceptions. Social theorist Bernard Stiegler (2014) claims
that such dominance of the symbolic realm produces a cultural wound he calls,
symbolic misery, a condition that ensnares us in the consumerist-oriented world
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that a sole appeal to the symbolic produces. By allowing the informational value of
communication to dominate (with the use of only logical interpretants), the aesthetic
qualities of Firstness and the relational qualities afforded in Secondness can be
severely undermined, or sacrificed altogether. Our sense of self and other is confined,
therefore, to seeing one another as nothing more than exhibitions of various cultural
types. The value of information, in these cases, supplants the value we place on the
aesthetic or relational dimensions.
The inter-relationships of these elements and functions within semiosis offers one
key affordance that I wish to briefly accentuate, especially in voiced conversations.
This is the actualization of per-sónal-ity in its immediate occurrence as a dicent
sinsign. Derived from the original meaning of the word “person”, that moves beyond
its visual metaphor as mask (as in our word “persona”), I emphasize that “person”
implies a being brought forth by sound. From its Greek etymology, it is derived from
prósōpon, which means “to sound through”.31 As the word per-sónal-ity implies, this
aspect of our being is pre-eminently generated, sustained, and transformed through
the vital, sound connections we make with others. The full range of our qualities as
communicative beings is altogether bound to this sounding process. It is, therefore,
the mask of being (comportment) which is sounded through that is the most important
feature of our personhood, a feature dramatically afforded in voiced relations to an
intense degree. Hence, the auditory nature of our “sounding as” to one another plays
a major role in developing who we are and who we might become—our incarnate
depth as a person. It is the per-sónal-ity of an interlocutor, after all, that is difficult
to glean in mere graphic representations of cognitions and feelings (whether as
words, emoticons, or emoji). For we actually come to know a person fully in his/
her qualitative wholeness only when he/she stands before us and speaks. To forget
this essential fact and appeal primarily to inscription-based technological habits of
discourse, jeopardizes our opportunities to artfully develop our genuine per-sónal
identities.
If Johnson (2018) is correct when he asserts that we become who we are based
upon the affordances we create in meaning development, then no longer should
we ignore the actual aesthetic sounding of Self and Other within dialogic relations
as an important existential, aesthetic affordance. For, these soundings allow us to
aesthetically evolve into greater, positive versions of ourselves. While the relational
and content aspects of communication are certainly important to our productive
social functioning, it is the aesthetic dimension that makes our discursive life truly
worth living. On the importance of our aesthetic connection to the world and our
well-being, Paul N. Campbell (1971, p. 9) declares, after all, that “we create and recreate ourselves in relation to the ‘real’ world around us and in which we use those
imaginative or artistic events (originated by others or by ourselves) to become new
beings or personae”.
Notes
1
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For example, 2008 was the watershed year when the number of text messages sent on
mobile phones surpassed the number of actual voice calls made in the United States. See,
Trista Kelley, “Study: You are More Likely to Die Walking with Headphones”, Times
Union, January 17, 2012, https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Study-You-are-more-
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2

3
4
5

6

7

8
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likely-to-die-walking-with-2578662.php.
I stress “interpersonal encounters” here. Obviously, the concept of poeisis dates back
to the ancient Greeks. As the creative aspect of discursive construction, this concept is
typically applied in research quite narrowly as an expressive function within the public
domain. Hence, it has been used in rhetorical analyses of speeches and texts. Taken
as a performative, we also see an emphasis on poeisis in studies of public dramatic
performances. For the most part, interpersonal communication scholarship has ignored the
specific aesthetic dimension poeisis implies and its potential affordances. I refer to two
exceptions in my discussion. Neither one of these, however, explores how the aesthetic
within interpersonal contexts is activated through abduction as a phenomenological
consequence of semiosis.
Their discussion is drawn from the work of communication theorist, Gregory Bateson
(1972).
For a description of communicology see: R. L. Lanigan (1992) and D. Eicher-Catt & I. E.
Catt (2010).
Posner names several levels including the graphic, phonetic, phonemic, morphemic,
syntactic, and semantic (p. 116). The sign matter to which Posner refers is analogous to
Peirce’s triadic action of signs: representamen, object, interpretant.
These are sign actions that are highly customary, so much so that even our relation to
reality, Posner says, is simplified and automatic. For someone who approaches life (and
discourse) from this automatized organizing perspective (Peirce’s “practical” way of
life, CP 1.43), “…the objects of the world become abstract entities defined only by the
functional context in which they play their limited roles…[and] one’s reaction to [another]
becomes automatic according to the conditions of the particular communication” (Posner,
pp. 118-119). In the interpersonal communication literature, we typically identify these
instances of discourse as “impersonal”, following the dialogic philosophers such as Martin
Buber (1970). As Buber indicates, such encounters are based upon a routinization of
communication practices that do little to honor the uniqueness of those involved, both in
terms of the form of the message and its content.
Not only does the speech situation shape language and its use, as indicated by the works
of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969), Brandt supports Shawn Gallagher’s more recent work
in cognitive science. He declares that our cognitive abilities are communicatively derived
from the beginning. These ideas push “…us to realize that cognition not only is enactive
but also elicited by our physical and social environment; that it not only involves a deeply
embodied and temporally structured action but also is formed in an affective resonance
generated by our surroundings and by others with whom we interact” (Gallagher, 2009,
pp. 47-48, italics mine).
This notion of sensibility as a qualia should not be confused with Peirce’s reference to
sense at the level of Secondness. At Secondness we have “sensations of reactions” (CP,
6.19). Ironically, the representamen in its presencing also demarcates or cuts experience
into evolving re-cognizing wholes by determining a Third (an interpretant) in relation to a
Second (object).
While the emotional level within interpersonal relations has been recognized by some
scholars in the discipline of communication (see, for example, Anderson & Guerrero,
1998; Planalp, 1993, 1999, and Vangelisti, 1993), the overall research in this area has not
addressed emotionality as an element and function of an evolving conversational aesthetic.
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(Jakobson, of course, associates the emotive function to the addresser in his discursive
model.)
Recall, analyzing literary discourse as “well formed” utterances is critiqued by Posner
and, to a lesser extent, Freeman as well.
Brandt claims that unfortunately Benveniste’s concept of enunciation is an overlooked
cognitive and linguistic phenomenon (p. 7). Consequently, in her work she insists that
“enunciation [is] a conceptual pre-requisite for the development of a theory of language
that bridges pragmatics and semantics” (p. 38). Cf. the use of “énonciation” and “énoncé”
by French scholars such as Merleau-Ponty, Foucault, Greimas, and Kristeva.
In romance languages, the distinction between utterances and enunciation is more
pronounced. However, in English the distinction is more complicated and ambiguous.
In English, we often use “utterance” more broadly to include both the act (enunciation)
and the products of those actions (utterances). To make matters worse, we also connote
enunciation to mean “articulation” and “pronunciation”. Herein, I am following
Benveniste’s original French distinction: utterances are the products of discursive
practices and enunciations are the very act of engagement as it occurs in its temporal
particularity. On this point, see Brandt (2013).
According to Brandt, a shortcoming of Benveniste’s concept of enunciation is that
he did not take into consideration the “emotive attitude” of the speaker—his/her
emotional investment in the discourse (p. 60). This unfortunate interpretation ignores
Benveniste’s explication of the function of French verbs. Peirce, of course, addresses the
emotive in his semiotic trichotomies by naming the First as a qualia—a qualitative feeling
and the interpretant at Firstness, the emotional interpretant.
As Posner explains, each level is related within the sign matter in different ways and to
varying degrees. Each provides information to the recipient and that information can be
found at more than one level (p. 116).
While she uses the word “represent” here, we soon discover (using Benveniste’s
concept of enunciation) that she means both representation (as a semiotic process) and
“presentation” as a phenomenological event of semiotic initiation.
I would add that not only are these significant effects/affects of iconic signs cognitively
based, they are also phenomenologically derived as well, i.e., products of embodied
responses. Her work is clearly premised upon a phenomenological perspective.
This theoretical maneuver is a way to get past the tendency in linguistics to treat content
and form separately—a tendency that Freeman also argues against. By using Hjelmslev’s
terminology here, Brandt seeks to acknowledge “form as belonging both to the expression
and the content sides of language [and communication], thus doing away with the
deceptive classic division into form and content which might lead one to believe form
belongs exclusively to expression and thus that formal analysis is relevant only in the nonsemantic realm” (p. 546).
S. Langer agrees when she says that form itself is elusive in actual felt activity (1953, p.
40). Linguist R. Tsur also notes this trend, especially in ordinary language use. As he says,
“we typically ‘attend away’ from the significants [Sr’s] to the signifiés [Sd’s]…poetic
language, by contrast, compels us ‘to attend back’ to the significants or, rather, to ever
higher significants in a great chain of signs; from the extra-linguistic referent to the verbal
(semantic) significant, from the semantic unit to the string of phonological signifiers…”
(cited in Brandt, 2013, p. 547). Peirce concurs when he indicates that when it comes to the
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qualities of Firstness, “We mostly neglect them” (CP 2.85).
19 In the qualitative study conducted by L. Baxter and D. DeGooyer, Jr. (2001) on the perceived
aesthetic characteristics of interpersonal conversations (the only one conducted on this topic
in the communication discipline), their results upheld Dewey’s conceptualizations.
Participants report their aesthetic experiences of pleasing and (dis)pleasing conversations
based upon those qualities “perceived to consummate or affirm wholeness; of selves,
of personal relationships, of relationships between humans and nature/God” and their
opposite (p. 13).
20 While there is a large body of research dealing with the extra-linguistic elements of nonverbal performance in the communication literature, it focuses mainly on body cues
such as kinesics, haptics, proxemics and the like. Other than being arbitrarily labeled a
para-linguistic element in the process, the voice itself has received very little research
attention—especially within interpersonal contexts.
21 On this note, social theorist John L. Locke (1998, p. 19) goes so far as to insist that such
taken-for-granted notions about oral/aural discourse is leading to an “undiagnosed social
condition, a kind of functional ‘de-voicing’” in society that reflects our undervaluing of
voiced relations, especially in our high-tech world of digital exchange.
22 “A phonestheme can be described as a phoneme or composite phonemic form, such
as a word-initial or -final consonant cluster, which is systematically associated with
a meaning” (Brandt, p. 549). She goes on to specify that meaning in this case is not
referential, but “consists in emotive and dynamic qualities experienced along with, and
therefore associated with, the articulatory features of a—word-internal—expression form
(in Hjelmslev’s sense)” (p. 549, italics mine).
23 Onomatopoeia and phonesthemic sound symbolism, while potentially operative in voiced
relations, typically are employed to analyze literary techniques in poetry and prose.
24 As media scholar Walter Ong (1967/2000) describes, sound is associated with time
given its temporal flow, while the visual, i.e., graphic or textual, is associated with static
space. Ong’s phenomenological research on sound seeks to emphasize the importance of
oral/aural discourse given that sound binds us immediately to the world of experience in
powerful and penetrating ways given its inherent temporality. The written or printed word
in its spatialized form, on the other hand, distances us from one another through layers of
abstraction and mediation.
25 Dolar suggests that voice is the temporal, auditory equivalent of our spatial, visual
fingerprint, announcing our uniqueness.
26 However, as Nancy indicates, timbre should not be isolated as a bit of information
operating independently within voiced sign processes. While timbre is distinguishable
from pitch, duration, rhythm, or intensity of the voice (the other acoustic dynamics
Brandt recognizes), it should be considered part of the “sonorous matter” of speaking and
listening.
27 In my book, Recovering the voice in our techno-social world, I make this very
comparison. Appealing to philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy, I claim that within instances of
communication a voiced aesthetic resonance can be constituted which brings together in
unity and distinction two things: rhythm and timbre, both of which indicate an inherent
musicality to the voice.
28 Conversational analyses often reveal that there is, indeed, a meter or tempo that develops
within everyday interaction similar to its representation in graphic form.
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29 Of course, these iconic relations, when demonstrated in everyday discursive practices,
also support the idea that enunciation itself (not only linguistic utterances) is dramatic
or performative in its very nature, an idea that has spawned volumes of research; for
example, the writings of Kenneth Burke and his followers.
30 Of course, Brandt’s exploration of the seven types of poetic iconicity is meant to reveal
the functioning of all of the types (including the phonetic) within literary discourse such
as written poems. So, while I accept that graphic discourse can include all of these iconic
relations, my argument throughout this essay has been that these relations manifest the
aesthetic in varying degrees and to different significant effects/affects. When applied to
actual face to face conversations, I revealed how those relations and effects/affects are
enhanced or sacrificed as we move from more auditory forms of discourse to the graphic
inscription.
31 Or in its Latin verb form, “personare”, noun form “persona”.
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